
was held on August 15. The meeting's evaluation

and selection committee was formed by 11

scholars and experts and three staff members from

the NCL. 

A total of 385 reference works went assessed

by the committee. Eighty two passed review by

over half of the committee members, and nine

received the committee's unanimous approval,

including: Bibliography on Studies of Botel

Tobago/Orchid Island/Lanyu, Taiwan; Research

Bibliography of Western Literature in Taiwan:

1946-2000; Guide to Chinese Medical

Prescriptions; Encyclopedia of Culture in Taiwan;

Dictionary of Taiwan History; Encyclopedia of

Vertebrates; Illustrated Book on International Sign

Language; and Illustrated Handbook on River

Plants in Taiwan. Abstracts and cover photos of

the other 82 selected works were included in the

October 2005 issue of New Books: Recent

Publications in Taiwan, ROC. Bibliographies and

abstracts of all of the works will also be included

in the Bibliography of Reference Works Published

in Taiwan: 2004, to be published at the end of

2005 by the NCL Reference Department. (Chinese

text by Ming-Lin Wang) 

Commission Launches Mongolian and

Tibetan Studies Website

The Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs

Commission officially launched its "Mongolian

and Tibetan Studies Website." The site provides

categorized and searchable information on

newspaper reports and periodical articles on

Mongolian and Tibetan studies. The newspaper

section includes reports from Inner Mongolia

Daily, Tibet Daily, and Mongol Messenger; and the

periodical section includes Chinese Nation, Ethnic

Pictorial, National Economic and Social

Development, Inner Mongolia University Journal,

Ethnic Studies, Inner Mongolia Social Sciences,

World Ethnicity, Mongolian Studies News,

Chinese Tibetan Studies, Tibetan Studies, and

Eastern Europe and Central Asian Studies.

National Taichung Library Debuts Taiwan's

First UV Book Sterilizer Service

The National Taichung Library (NTL) rolled

out Taiwan's first ultraviolet (UV) book sanitizing

service on August 31. The new service comes at a

time of heightened global concern over infectious

diseases, such as SARS, bird flu and enterovirus.

The NTL is visited by hundreds of readers every

day and the library's books are frequently checked

out, making the sanitization service especially

welcome. The sanitizing machine was displayed at

a library exhibition in Japan at the end of 2004 and

it only became available on the market this spring. 

The machine is very easy to operate. Up to six

A4-sized books can be placed in the sanitizer at

once. Users just have to push a button and in 45

seconds the books are germ free. The machine has

a 99.99% effectiveness rate in killing any E. coli or

staphylococcus aureaus that might be lurking in

the pages. 

The NTL acquired two of the UV machines.

Both are located near the library's first floor book

check out counter and are self operated. (Chinese

text by National Taichung Library)
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